**X·CELERATE Invoice** automatically processes and reconciles invoices using Amazon Textract. It integrates with your current workflow, procurement, ERP and finance software and leverages an intuitive User Interface that learns from human oversight.

**Benefits**

**SAVE TIME, LOWER COST**
Lower your costs through automated invoice processing

**AUTOMATED LEARNING**
Human guided training happens automatically during invoice review and correction

**EASY TO CUSTOMIZE**
Low-code customization, role-based workflows and integration with your business systems

**FLEXIBLE DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS**
Deployed in your AWS cloud or data center (hybrid cloud)

---

**What is Unique about it**

Automatic human assisted learning integrated into invoice review

Customizable UI and workflows

Integrate seamlessly with your custom business applications

---

**xcelerate_invoice@xoriant.com**

[www.xoriant.com/xcelerate/invoice](http://www.xoriant.com/xcelerate/invoice)

Workflow

1. Invoices emailed or uploaded

2. Textract extracts key fields into standardized structure

3. Extracted data is validated against enterprise systems

4. Manual corrections automatically train system

5. Invoices approved using configurable workflow

6. Performance managed using role-based dashboards

Contact Us

xcelerate_invoice@xoriant.com

www.xoriant.com/xcelerate/invoice

www.aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/B08Q6NY36P